1. **Back up disks.**
The Guided Tour disk *cannot* be copied. It is copy protected.

2. **Macintosh on/off.**
Turn off the Macintosh before you insert the Guided Tour disk.

3. **Alternate Disk and Unknown Disk.**
Copying between disks has been made simpler. The Alternate Disk icon has been eliminated. Ignore all illustrations of the Alternate Disk (or Unknown Disk) icon and specific references to it on pages 12, 68, 69, and 81 of *Macintosh*, your owner's guide.

Now you always copy or move information to a different disk by dragging the icon to the disk you want to copy to.
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(If the icon that represents the disk you want to copy to isn't present, first insert that disk so its icon appears, then drag to it.)

If you're using a one-drive system, the Macintosh will present a series of dialog boxes asking you to insert alternately the disk you're copying from and the disk you're copying to.

4. **Guided Tour.**
If you have used the Control Panel and if you change the rate of insertion point blinking to [1] or [3], please change it back to [2] before you use the Guided Tour.
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